“Learning about photography and how to use a camera can be overwhelming to a newbie and frustrating to keep up with for a seasoned photographer. Benfield’s book will take away that sense of urgency and leave you feeling satisfied by seamlessly (with a bit of humor—so it’s a great read!) guiding you through his all-inclusive toolkit of photography how-tos that are necessary to establish yourself as a serious player in the game.”

—BREANNE SCHAAF, Drop It Modern Design House
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THE FIVE-MINUTE FIX began as a way for photographer Dale Benfield to share his photography and business knowledge with a growing base of photographers who followed his business, Benfield Photography. These tips evolved into a huge collection of techniques, tricks, and advice for beginning through early-professional photographers, covering a variety of topics, from posing, shooting, and lighting to social media and sales—and much more!

Unlike many books for “beginners,” Dale takes photographers from the beginning stages and continues nurturing them into starting a business and becoming a professional. His approach of providing a lot of bite-sized chunks of information on photography techniques, business, and marketing in one book is truly unique. For the photographer who wants both business and photography knowledge, this single book takes the place of two! Plus, with Dale’s accessible, conversational voice, you’ll not only find the book informative—but fun and engaging, too.

• Includes over 200 bite-sized, easy-to-read tips to help photographers with technique, business strategies, and marketing
• Applies to photographers at all stages of their business, from aspiring to professionals
• Features beautiful imagery and the friendly, accessible approach of award-winning photographer Dale Benfield

DALE BENFIELD started photographing weddings in 1998 and later taught college photography courses while growing his photography business. In 2006, Dale moved his business from Joplin, MO, to Fayetteville, AR, to begin shooting full time. The move proved beneficial, and as the face of Benfield Photography, Dale has become one of the most sought-after wedding photographers in Arkansas, expanding to include destination weddings as well. He is on the speaking team for Miller’s Professional Imaging and has spoken at major photography tradeshows such as Wedding Portrait Photographers International (WPPI).
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200 Tips for Improving Your Photography and Growing Your Business

DALE BENFIELD
If he had his way, I’d never mention publicly how he influenced me.
Tough, Daddy-O, my editor says this is my book, and I can say whatever I want.
   I love you, Pops. This one’s for you.
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A LITTLE THANKS...

It’s not often I undertake something as big as a book. I spent every morning for a year developing this book, sometimes questioning why I’d taken on such a big project but always sure I wanted to help photographers. I want to thank my friends and family who put up with me during this year of writing. I appreciate your support and encouragement more than you know.

I have to thank Valerie Witte from Peachpit Press, who took a shot on me, believed in me and my content, and held my hand through writing my first book. I’m really grateful for this experience, and for having such a kind and knowledgeable teammate.

Lastly, I have to thank my clients, who not only let me use their images, but who believe in Benfield Photography and continue to hire us and share our name with their friends and family.

I’d love to dedicate this book to my daughters, Ellie and Cece, who have endured me writing publicly about them all of their lives. They are my biggest fans, add entertainment to my life, and love me more than words. I spend most of my life trying to be the dad and person they think I am.

Lastly, I’d also love to dedicate this book to my dad. My dad’s main objective when I was growing up was not only to make sure I was provided for, but that I also learned independence and the value of hard work. He gave me a job at his photo lab and studio while I was in high school and college, and during my time there I processed thousands of rolls of film and printed more than a hundred thousand prints. Similar to a prep cook chopping onions and peeling potatoes all day, every day, I didn’t realize he was grooming me to be my own man with my own unique vision with photography. It was my time working for my father that taught me there is no substitute for hard work and that nothing is more important in business than truly caring for your clients.
I’ve never thought of myself as a writer. The fact that I have a book is absurd to me. On the other hand, I’ve always viewed myself as a teacher. Growing up, I attempted to teach my younger brother the ways of the world, how he should live life, and Spanish. As I transitioned from boy to adolescent to adult, teaching became more and more of a passion of mine. I taught high school journalism and English, and I taught photography in college. It had occurred to me that teaching was my calling for that time in my life, and I loved sharing knowledge with those who needed it. During my teaching years I also concentrated on growing my photography business on the side. When the demand for my photography clients reached the point where I was spreading myself too thin, I left teaching to pursue professional photography, which was a quick success.

I say a quick success, but that’s not actually true. You’ve probably heard the saying, “It took me years to become an overnight success.” As soon as I heard that, I said, “That’s me!” Laying a strong foundation over the course of seven or eight years of running a small side business was, for me, the perfect formula to turn Benfield Photography into the thriving business it is today.

Over the course of those years, I figured out hundreds of little things—building blocks—that collectively have contributed to the success of Benfield Photography. I’ve tried to think of as many as I could and included them in this book.

Again, I’ve never thought of myself as a writer, but I’ve always wanted to teach. I’ve always wanted to share knowledge, and I’ve enjoyed giving back to the photography community that has been so helpful to me over the years. I hope that you take these little building blocks and not just read them, but apply them to your business and your photography. May you find success, too!
FOUR

POsing

I’ve thought for a long time that photographers should possess proper communication skills to be successful. Aside from the technical aspects of photography, talking with clients about how to pose and making them feel comfortable are vital to capturing the best images of your subjects. In this chapter, you’ll find posing techniques and a couple ways to make your subjects feel comfortable in front of the camera.
Chin Up, Buttercup!

Ever wonder why most selfies are taken by holding the camera way up high? The reason is that pretty much everybody looks their best from that above angle, partly because it eliminates the double-chin effect. Take advantage of this fact on your next shoot by encouraging your clients to lift their chins while extending and elongating their necks (as the couple is doing in Figure 4.1) for the most flattering portraits. If you do ask your subjects to raise their chins, it’s important for you to be taller or above them, or else the pose will start looking silly.

Chin Down, Charlie Brown!

When you don’t have the possibility of double chins with a subject, you can try a few extra poses without the results becoming unflattering. As long as you’re above them, don’t be afraid to have your clients turn their chins down to create new moods for your photos. Suddenly you’re shooting sexy or sultry as opposed to happy and lovely, as seen in Figure 4.2.
Listen to Your Clients

If you’re anything like me, you typically turn your nose up at your clients’ posing suggestions. Aren’t we the artists being paid tons of money? Yes, but we photographers are here to serve our clients, not just photograph them. Talking to them and listening to their ideas is part of that process—an important part!

Before every shoot, often weeks before, I ask the couple if they want to shoot, try, or do anything specific. I also ask if they want to feature any specific locations or ideas. I admit, I dread shooting those ideas, but I never let on to my clients. No frustrated creativity on my part is worth an unhappy client.

Sometimes, the clients’ ideas make an amazing image I’d not imagined. One couple had an adorable habit of her kissing his nose. So, for the rest of the day we’d try that from time to time, and the image here is one of my all-time favorites! I wouldn’t have such a beautiful shot as Figure 4.3 had I not listened to my clients.
FIGURE 4.3
Canon EOS 5D Mark III with Canon EF85mm f/1.2L USM lens, f/2.0, 1/800 sec., Aperture-Priority mode at +2.3, ISO 1000.
Play Games with Your Couples

One way to make your subject feel comfortable or to have a little more fun during your shoot is to have them “play games.” Models are trained to pose perfectly, but most people are not, so photo sessions often begin to look awkward. Playing games will help get their minds off their nerves and pose. The Kiss Game is one example: When you tell the couple “Kiss!” he must grab her waist and try his hardest to kiss her while she must try her hardest to keep him from kissing her. This is always super fun for the couple and gets them easily interacting with each other in a way that doesn’t look too staged or awkward (Figure 4.4). The game also gets them laughing and shows a bit of their personalities. With this one game you get silly shots, laughing shots, and the perfect kiss shot.

FIGURE 4.4 Canon EOS 5D Mark III with Canon EF85mm f/1.2L USM lens, f/1.4, 1/4000 sec., Aperture-Priority mode at –2/3, ISO 125.
Pop That Shoulder

Popping a shoulder doesn’t refer to a knuckle-cracking alternative, but to a pose that can add drama to your shoot. By moving her shoulder in toward her chin, the subject automatically accentuates her collarbone and slims her figure. If a subject has difficulty with this, I’ll ask her to put her hand on a hip, but place the thumb forward on the front side of her hips, which turns her hand and naturally pops her shoulder, as shown in Figure 4.5.

**FIGURE 4.5**  
Canon EOS 5D Mark III with Canon EF85mm f/1.2L USM lens, f/1.2, 1/1250 sec., Aperture-Priority mode at +1/3, ISO 100.
Posing Newborns

The more educated you are about the subject you’re photographing, the better your images will be, which is especially true when you’re photographing newborns.

For example, newborn babies like to be very warm. They’re used to a cozy 98-degree womb and don’t enjoy being naked in a 70-degree room. They cry. So, bring a heating pad with you to the photo shoot and use it to keep the baby warm and happy. Turn off ceiling fans, and, of course, minimize time away from warm mama.

When posing that warm newborn, mold and hold the baby in the position you want to him or her to be in for your photograph. Be patient with this, as it might take a while for the baby to accept this new position. If you are, your patience will be rewarded with a cute little baby in a cute little pose.

Finally, if Baby won’t hold your pose, Adobe Photoshop can help. In post-production you can composite and mesh multiple shots together and even remove supporting grown-up hands, as I did for Figure 4.6.
“What Do I Do With My Hands?”

One of the most popular quotes from *Talladega Nights*, which apparently every groomsman in the U.S. has seen, is “What do I do with my hands?”

The answer is simple. For couples, put their hands on each other. It hardly even matters where!

For kids, seniors, and everybody else, arms crossed or hands in pockets work. Really there is only one rule to always follow: Don’t let hands hang down, because that always looks super uncomfortable. *Figure 4.7* shows a good hand position example, or you can scroll through many more at thebenfieldblog.com.

Look Away

Why does everybody think they have to be looking at the camera? Maybe it’s because those old-school cameras couldn’t take good action shots, so the photographer would have everyone stop and look at the camera. But those days are gone. I do only one or two “look-at-me” poses in each outfit during an engagement session. The rest is of the couple looking at each other, or at least toward each other. Or maybe they’re not looking anywhere at all because their eyes are closed! I get a lot more *feeling* in a shot when the bride’s eyes are closed than if she and the groom stand there looking at me. (“What are you doing here, dude?”)

So, they can look at each other, they can close their eyes, or one can look at the other while the other looks off—there are so many combinations. If you start telling your couples where to look, the rest will fall into place. You can even start by just saying, “why don’t you just head over there and hang out with each other for a bit.” It works, trust me!
FIGURE 4.7
Canon EOS 5D Mark III with Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens, f/2.0, 1/250 sec., Manual mode, ISO 100.
The Almost Kiss

Remember back in science class when you learned about potential energy? Potential energy is energy that’s just waiting to happen; think of a ball sitting on top of a slide, right there on the brink of plunging down into awesomeness. Potential energy is the buzz of what’s about to happen and can add energy and drama to your images. For instance, everyone photographs the wedding or engagement couple kissing; instead, try capturing the instant before—the Almost Kiss (Figure 4.8)! The almost kiss is that mini-moment right before the actual kiss happens and is jam-packed with potential energy. Either ask your couple to hover with their lips just a centimeter apart (which couples often find is more fun than it sounds), or have them do a bunch of little kisses, then shoot for that moment right before one. Here’s to reaching your potential!

**Figure 4.8** Canon EOS 5D Mark III with Canon EF85mm f/1.2L USM lens, f/1.2, 1/2500 sec., Aperture-Priority mode at –1/3, ISO 400.
Posing by the Book

Stuck in a posing rut? Look no further than the latest Nicholas Sparks book. Seriously, you’ll find some really good poses on there! A quick Google image search will do the trick. What do you notice the cover models all have in common?

- They’re not looking at the camera.
- They all seem to be in some “moment.”
- You can feel love in them.
- The Almost Kiss is in full effect in most.
- They’re close to each other.
- They make good use of their hands.

I have a little image folder on my iPhone of screenshots to pull up if I’m ever at a loss for a good pose. Figure 4.9 shows a shot that reminds me of the cover of Message in a Bottle.
The Universally Great Pose

This trick isn’t a new one, and I wasn’t the first to discover it: Everyone looks great when photographed from above, so ask your subject (couples too) to squat down and look up. Even if your subject has five chins, they won’t show (people love that). As a bonus, your subject is normally looking up toward some type of light, which puts a little catch light in their eyes and makes them pop and sparkle. I like to shoot at f/1.2 or f/2 when I capture these, so the depth of field is nice and shallow. Notice in Figure 4.10 that even their arms fall out of focus. There is no breathtakingly creative, punch-you-in-the-face moment when you look at a squat-down pose, but there is a classic and beautiful and flattering aspect to the photograph. Memorize this pose (and the others in this chapter) to make it automatic when your brain starts going frantic for something to try on a shoot.

FIGURE 4.10 Canon EOS 5D Mark III with Canon EF50mm f/1.2L USM lens, f/1.2, 1/1000 sec., Aperture-Priority mode, ISO 100.
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Imaging USA conference, 137–139
Inc. Magazine, reading for inspiration, 200
income streams, brainstorming, 180
InDesign, using for album design, 120
indoor shooting, 29
infinity focus, 21. See also focus
inspiration sources
advertising savvy, 200
Delivering Happiness, 198
Good to Great, 199
Inc. Magazine, 200
It’s Not How Good You Are, It’s How Good You Want To Be, 200
leadership, 199
Raving Fans, 201
service, 198
Instagram, getting new clients with, 195
insurance, getting, 128–129
interpersonal communication, 76
intimate shots, taking, 87. See also images; shots

J

jobs second shooting, getting, 130–131

K

Kelvin scale of color temperatures, 15
keywords, using in search engines, 169
kids
being tactful with, 76
photographing, 54, 67, 92–93, 98–99, 104–105, 141
kisses, posing, 70–72, 93

L

layer masks, using to perfect images, 120
leadership essentials, 199
leading lines, using to draw the eye, 58–59
lenses
borrowing before buying, 140
choosing, 23
minimum focusing distance, 11
tilt-shift, 18–19
“light drawing,” 25
light sources, smartphones as, 42
lighting
backlight, 32
“blue light” and white balance, 41
bouncing, 26
catching streaks, 27
creative sources, 42
diffuse flash, 28
eliminating bright areas, 30
fixing red eyes, 28
front light, 35
natural reflectors, 40
north light, 38
off-camera flash tips, 43
overhead, 34
perfecting for subjects, 30–31
ratios, 36–37
reflecting color, 39
sidelight, 33
video light, 29
likes on Facebook, increasing, 192
listening to clients, 63–64
location choices, 93
logos, putting on images, 157
looking-away pose, 68
loyalty programs, creating, 172

M

macro photography, 13–14
magazines, getting featured in, 156
managing minutes, 147
Manual focus, using, 6
market, extending, 157
marketing. See also sales
Adobe Muse for websites, 153
attending bridal fairs, 162
being searchable, 152
being sold out, 154
being transparent, 154–155
building relationships, 163, 165
custom engagement websites, 160
having visions of weddings, 166
increasing client referrals, 166–167
in magazines and blogs, 156
packaging, 168
posting travel notices, 161
putting logos on images, 157
running polls, 163
via word of mouth, 154
maternity sessions, 133–134
medium shots, getting, 107
Miller’s Professional Imaging, 126, 129
minimum focusing distance, 11
minimum orders, dealing with, 178
minutes, managing, 147
moments, capturing, 97
money, maximizing, 183
money matters, discussing with family, 177
motion blur, 7
moving subjects, capturing, 6–7
Mpix printing lab, 126–127, 168
Muse, using to design websites, 153

N

natural reflectors, 40
networking. See also relationships
at conferences, 137–139
with friends in industry, 159–160
newborns, posing, 67, 133–134
north light, 38

O

objects
eliminating with feet, 85–86
layering, 50
using dominant elements, 121
using to frame subjects, 49
One-Shot mode, using, 6
OOF (out-of-focus) shots, avoiding, 6
originality, being open to, 106
overhead light, 34
overshooting, 98

P

packaging, elevating, 168
paradox of choice, 176
paranoia, dealing with, 143
patterns, shooting, 52–53
payment policies, informing clients
about, 167
perceived value, projecting, 183
personal style
developing, 109
getting sense of, 78–79
persuasiveness, favoring over pushiness,
182–183
phone pictures, editing with Snapseed,
118–119
Photo Mechanic, using for image
selection, 147
photographers
awareness of surroundings, 94
befriending in one’s community, 159–160
getting pictures taken, 88
hiring associates, 181–182
reaching out to, 165
as record keepers, 99
second shooters, 99–100
second-shooter agreements, 127
photography
authenticity of, 128–129
meaning of, 25
photos. See images; shots
Photoshop
avoiding being destructive in, 113
custom actions for blogging, 119
using for Diffuse Glow, 114
Pinterest
getting pinned on, 190–191
popularity of, 146
polls, running on Facebook, 163
posing
almost kiss, 70–72, 93
by the book, 72–73
chin up and chin down, 62–63
game playing with couples, 65
hand position, 68–69
listening to clients, 63
looking away, 68
newborns, 67
popping shoulders, 66
universally great pose, 73–74
post-production
Adobe Bridge time savers, 117
avoiding deleting photos in cameras, 112
editing phone pictures with Snapseed, 118–119
Image Finder software, 112
InDesign for album design, 120
layer masks, 120
prepping images for blogging, 119
saving for Web viewing, 116
saving .psd files in Photoshop, 113
sharpening images, 117
using dominant elements, 121
warming up images, 115
post-wedding photographs, 80
presetting cameras, 12, 30–31
prices
raising, 184–185
setting, 175–176, 183–184
printing lab, choosing, 126
products
creating, 180
increasing, 178
.R files, saving in Photoshop, 113

R
raising prices, 184–185
Ramsay, Gordon, 130
Raving Fans, reading for inspiration, 201
RAW, shooting in, 15–16
reaction and action, 76
receptions, shooting group shots at, 16–17
reciprocity, benefits of, 163
recommended shots, 107
record keepers, photographers as, 99
red eyes, fixing, 28
referrals, asking for, 167
reflectors, 40
relationships, building, 163. See also networking
relaxing clients, 96
repeat customers, working with, 133–134
reputation, creating, 159–160
requests, making, 82
responsibilities, delegating, 129–130
Riffraff clothing boutique, 192
risks, taking, 79–80
Rule of Thirds, 48, 58–59

S
safety shots, 99. See also shots
sales. See also marketing
being persuasive, 182–183
believing in concepts, 172
brainstorming income streams, 180
files for Christmas cards, 186
hiring associate photographers, 181–182
holiday cards, 185–186
increasing products, 178
loyalty programs, 172
maximizing money, 183
minimum orders, 178
paradox of choice, 176
perceived value, 183
raising prices, 184–185
rejecting client deals, 187
selling what you show, 187
setting prices, 175–176, 183–184
tapping advertising income, 180
saving
.psd files in Photoshop, 113
time, 148
for Web viewing, 116
scheduling time for self, 131
searchable terms, using in marketing, 152, 169
second shooter
agreements, 127
getting jobs as, 130–131
tips, 99–100
selling what you show, 187
server, using for file sharing, 149
Shade White Balance, using in sun, 22
shallow depth of field, attaining, 5
sharpening images, 117
shooting
action and reaction, 76
adding twists to classics, 98
being different, 79–80
being sneaky, 91
catching action, 76
concentrating on focus, 76–77
creating consistent wedding feel, 78–79
ending shot, 86
focusing on brides, 90–91
getting close to best shots, 87
improved dress shots, 102
indoors, 29
location choices, 93
moments, 97
noticing backgrounds, 85–86
overshooting, 98
in RAW, 15–16
relaxed clients, 96
safety shots, 99
seeing in black and white, 100–101
veil shots, 88–89
vertical, 8–9, 53
with wind, 81, 94–95
shots, tight, medium, and wide, 107. See also images; intimate shots; safety shots
shoulder, popping, 66
shutter, dragging, 7
sidelight, 33
simplicity, beauty of, 55–57
size contrast, using for drama, 58
skin tones, protecting, 19
smartphones, using as light sources, 42
Snapseed, editing phone pictures with, 118–119
social media
alerts and beeps, 191
avoiding overload, 190
blogging daily, 193
Facebook Flytrap, 194–195
increasing Facebook likes, 192
Instagram for new clients, 195
knowing unfollowers, 192
Pinterest, 190–191
shooting for Facebook crop, 193
showing single images for impact, 194
specialization, 132
spinning motion, 10
still subjects, capturing, 6
straight vertical lines, getting, 8
style of wedding
developing, 109
getting sense of, 78–79
subjects
framing, 49
“popping,” 51
sun, using Shade White Balance in, 22

T
tact, using with clients, 76
Third-Party Wireless Method off-camera
flash tips, 43
tight shots, getting, 107
tilted camera, avoiding overuse, 57
tilt-shift lenses, 18–19
time, saving by doubling up on work, 148
trade shows, attending, 137–139
travel expenses, writing off, 135
travel notices, posting, 161
tripods, using for macro work, 14

U
Urban Belly session, 132

V
value, projecting perception of, 183
veil shot, perfecting, 88–89
vendors, shooting, 165
vertical lines, getting, 8–9, 53
video light, 29
vision of wedding, having, 166

W
warming up images, 115
Web viewing, saving for, 116
websites
Adobe Muse, 153
Anthropologie.com, 168
Apple’s AirPort Time Capsule, 149
borrowing lenses, 140
designing with Adobe Muse, 153
drop it MODERN, 106, 168
Gary Fong diffusers, 28
Google Ads, 180
Google Alerts, 191
Image Finder software, 112
Imaging USA conference, 137–139
InDesign, 120
Miller’s Professional Imaging, 126, 129
Mpix printing lab, 126
MpixPro.com, 168
Photo Mechanic, 147
Riffraff clothing boutique, 192
WPPI Wedding Portrait Conference and Expo, 137–139
Zenfolio, 126, 147, 159, 178
wedding agendas, setting in advance, 136
wedding dresses, shooting, 101–102
wedding feel, consistency of, 78–79
wedding party, getting to know, 76
wedding style
developing, 109
going sense of, 78–79
weddings
dressing for, 141
having visions for, 166
white balance
and “blue light,” 41
customizing for color temperature, 14–15
wide shots, getting, 107–109
wind, shooting in, 81, 94–95
Wireless Method off-camera flash tips, 43
work and family, balancing, 133
workflow
managing email, 146
Photo Mechanic for image selection, 147
recycling email responses, 146
server for file sharing, 149
WPPI Wedding Portrait Conference and Expo, 137–139

Z
Zenfolio website, 126, 147, 159, 178
ZIP code, working in one’s own, 143